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Inspired by some of the best horror stories ever made, Just Ignore Them is a point and click adventure horror game where your decisions affect the outcome of the story and the ending. Play a three day first person perspective game, horror inspired by the works of H.P.
Lovecraft and various other sources. Features: - A complex adventure narrative with a changeable story path. - Inventive horror inspired by horror films and H.P. Lovecraft. - Three different endings based on the choices you make, allowing your player to create his or her
own unique nightmare! - Resemble some of the best horror stories ever made, and one that will stay with you for many years to come. - A challenging challenging game for all ages. Even though its mainly for adults, the game is designed to be somewhat scary, but you can
always play with an adult if you're not comfortable with the horror. - A great story driven horror horror game! - An immersive horror atmosphere with fear, dread, desperation and a ton of gruesome disgusting gore! - Spook yourself! The game is quite graphic, but it gets
increasingly gruesome as you progress (Only slightly though). - There are multiple endings which will leave you scared, alone and in complete silence, or you may end up being the hero. - The game is mostly dialogue driven, but does contain some action scenes. - The game
has enemies that can attack you in many different ways and all of them require different methods to beat. - To get the best ending, the game will tell you that you need to save various things and go back to some of your decisions to see what happens. - The game is voiced
in English, but if you want you can use the following languages: German, Italian, Spanish, French, Russian and Portuguese. The full version of the game has a lot of improvements and effects, most of which are described below. Main features: - The game has been
completely redesigned and fully polished, you can get a better look at the various effects by running the game. - Much improved gameplay. - Better scene transitions. - Rebalancing of the different monsters. - A lot of bug fixes! - A lot of new features, animations and effects
(Some of the options have been removed, mainly for better control). - A complete world with almost 50 different locations. - The music has been replaced with new and better music. This

Features Key:
10 new units to command: Jet Propulsion Mobile Platform (MP16), Jet Propulsion Mobile Platform (MP20), Command Ship, Satellite, Submersible Vehicle, Large and Small Research Ship.
As specialist colonization deck, Remote Base allows for the maintenance of continuous operations on any habitable planet, enabling you to engage in scientific and military missions.
Three new research decks: Science and Technology, Interior and Atmosphere, Surface and Ocean.
Special scenario: As part of the fight against Privateers in the Polyp Ring in the vicinity of the Moon, mining activity is blocked and a number of privateers must be destroyed. This is the goal of the Easter campaign: to find and eliminate all privateers participating in the
Lunar conflict.

The colonization deck allows for the construction of continuous mining or scientific operations on any habitable planet, unlocking new scientific technologies and allowing you to mine sea-based resources.
The Science and Technology research deck unlocks new technologies and allows for the use of advanced equipment, which can also be used to produce various goods. You must complete missions to produce mineral ores.
The Interior and Atmosphere research deck allows you to research gases and minerals and open and research new energy sources. It also allows the construction of underwater bases to explore undersea deposits. 
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Download size: 459 MB
Platform: Windows (32/64)
DirectX: 11
Language: English
Region free

Bounty Hunter: Ocean Diver - Population Pack 6 System requirements:

Minimum system requirements:

Windows 7 (64 bit)
Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Phenom II X3
Video card: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS / AMD Radeon HD 4850 or newer
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